FICTION:
BIG TIME by Wendell Moss (Crime Drama) (Local Author)
BORN OF FURY by Sherrilyn Kenyon (Fantasy / Romance)
HADASSAH: ONE NIGHT WITH THE KING by Tommy Tenney with Mark Andrew Olsen (Biblical Drama)
THE HOMECOMING by Robyn Carr (Romance)
MONTANA CREEDS: DYLAN by Linda Lael Miller (Western Romance)
SEASON OF STORMS by Susanna Kearsley (Romantic Suspense)
SONG OF THE SHANK by Jeffery Renard Allen (Historical Drama – 19th-century Musician)
'TIL DIRT DO US PART: A LOCAL FOODS MYSTERY by Edith Maxwell
TREASURED by Candace Camp (Romance)
WHAT I HAD BEFORE I HAD YOU by Sarah Cornwell (Family Drama)

CHILDREN'S:
LILO & STITCH: GO, STITCH, GO! by Monica Kulling (Disney Characters – Beginning Reader)

NON-FICTION:
ANTIQUE COUNTRY FURNITURE OF NORTH AMERICA, AND DETAILS OF ITS CONSTRUCTION by John G. Shea
HANDBOOK TO PRACTICAL DISASTER PREPAREDNESS FOR THE FAMILY by Arthur T. Bradley
HOW TO SUCCEED IN NURSING SCHOOL: BEFORE, DURING, AFTER by Caroline Porter Thomas
LIVING READY POCKET MANUAL: FIRST AID: FUNDAMENTALS FOR SURVIVAL by James Hubbard
MEMORY NOTEBOOK OF NURSING: PHARMACOLOGY & DIAGNOSTICS
THE REPUBLIC by Plato (Classic Political Philosophy)
VIRGINIA COMMUNICATION AND LITERACY ASSESSMENT: SECRETS STUDY GUIDE: YOUR KEY TO EXAM SUCCESS
YOU ARE A PRIZE TO BE WON!: DON’T SETTLE FOR LESS THAN GOD’S BEST by Wendy Griffith

DVD:
GODZILLA (Monster / Horror; 2014 remake of classic)
JARHEAD 2: FIELD OF FIRE (War Drama – Afghanistan)
THINK LIKE A MAN TOO (Comedy; based on book by Steve Harvey)
Since opening in 1969, The Children's Place has grown to become America's largest pure-play kids' clothing company, with over 1,100 stores across 5 continents. Offering a wide assortment of trending and essential styles, as well as a full line of accessories and footwear for kids ranging from newborn to size 14, The Children's Place makes shopping for kids clothes fun, quick and convenient. Whether shopping in stores or online, it's easy to find and assemble head-to-toe outfits kids want to wear all at affordable prices.